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Lord John and the Hand of Devils - Diana Gabaldon 2007-11-27
“Deftly written, pleasantly concise stories about the ghosts of desire,
each with its own discrete merits . . . [Diana] Gabaldon’s strengths are
on full display.”—Kirkus Reviews Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the celebrated Outlander series, delivers three
mesmerizing tales of war, intrigue, and espionage that feature one of her
most popular characters: Lord John Grey. In Lord John and the Hellfire
Club, Lord John glimpses a stranger in the doorway of a gentleman’s
club—and is stirred by a desperate entreaty to meet with him in private.
It is an impulse that will lead Lord John into a maze of political treachery
and a dangerous, debauched underground society. In Lord John and the
Succubus, English soldiers fighting in Prussia are rattled by a lethal
creature that appears at night. Called to investigate, Lord John soon
realizes that among the spirits that haunt men, none frighten more than
the specters conjured by the heart. In Lord John and the Haunted
Soldier, Lord John is thrust into the baffling case of an exploding
battlefield cannon that ultimately forces him to confront his own
ghosts—and the shattering prospect that a traitor is among the ranks of
His Majesty’s armed forces. “Gabaldon brings an effusive joy to her
fiction that proves infectious even for readers unfamiliar with her work
or the period.”—Publishers Weekly
A Leaf on the Wind of All Hallows: An Outlander Novella - Diana
Gabaldon 2012-12-03
In this original Outlander novella, Diana Gabaldon reveals what really
happened to Roger MacKenzie Wakefield’s parents. Orphaned during
World War II, Roger believed that his mother died during the London
Blitz, and that his father, an RAF pilot, was killed in combat. But in An
Echo in the Bone, Roger discovers that this may not be the whole story.
Now, in “A Leaf on the Wind of All Hallows,” readers learn the truth.
Praise for Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander series “All you’ve come to expect
from Gabaldon . . . adventure, history, romance, fantasy.”—The Arizona
Republic, on An Echo in the Bone “A grand adventure written on a
canvas that probes the heart, weighs the soul and measures the human
spirit across ten generations.”—CNN, on The Fiery Cross “Escapist
historical fiction at its best.”—San Antonio Express-News, on Drums of
Autumn “A feast for ravenous readers of eighteenth-century Scottish
history, heroism and romance.”—Kirkus Reviews, on Outlander
Archangel's War - Nalini Singh 2019-09-24
Return to New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh’s darkly
passionate Guild Hunter world, where human-turned-angel Elena
Deveraux, consort to Archangel Raphael, faces a new challenge that
threatens the balance of the world. Wings of silver. Wings of blue. Mortal
heart. Broken dreams. Shatter. Shatter. Shatter. A sundering. A grave. I
see the end. I see. . . . The world is in chaos as the power surge of the
Cascade rises to a devastating crescendo. In furiously resisting its
attempts to turn Elena into a vessel for Raphael’s power, Elena and her
archangel are irrevocably changed. . .far beyond the prophecy of a
cursed Ancient. At the same time, violent and eerie events around the
world threaten to wipe out entire populations. And in the Archangel
Lijuan’s former territory, an unnatural fog weaves through the land,
leaving only a bone-chilling silence in its wake. Soon it becomes clear
that even the archangels are not immune to this deadly evil. This time,
even the combined power of the Cadre may not be enough. . . . This war
could end them all.
The Fiery Cross - Diana Gabaldon 2010-12-17
Crossing the boundaries of genre with its unrivalled storytelling, Diana
Gabaldon’s new novel is a gift both to her millions of loyal fans and to the
lucky readers who have yet to discover her. In the ten years since her
extraordinary debut novel, Outlander, was published, beloved author
Diana Gabaldon has entertained scores of readers with her heart-stirring
stories and remarkable characters. The four volumes of her bestselling
saga, featuring eighteenth-century Scotsman James Fraser and his
twentieth-century, time-travelling wife, Claire Randall, boasts nearly 5
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million copies in the U.S. The story of Outlander begins just after the
Second World War, when a British field nurse named Claire Randall
walks through a cleft stone in the Scottish highlands and is transported
back some two hundred years to 1743. Here, now, is The Fiery Cross, the
eagerly awaited fifth volume in this remarkable, award-winning series of
historical novels. The year is 1771, and war is approaching. Jamie
Fraser’s wife has told him so. Little as he wishes to, he must believe it,
for hers is a gift of dreadful prophecy – a time-traveller’s certain
knowledge. To break his oath to the Crown will brand him a traitor; to
keep it is certain doom. Jamie Fraser stands in the shadow of the fiery
cross – a standard that leads nowhere but to the bloody brink of war.
Outlander - Diana Gabaldon 2014-08-20
1945. Claire passe ses vacances en Ecosse, où elle s'efforce d'oublier la
Seconde Guerre mondiale auprès de son mari, tout juste rentré du front.
Au cours d'une balade, la jeune femme est attirée par un mégalithe,
auquel la population locale voue un culte étrange. Claire aura tôt fait
d'en découvrir la raison : en s'approchant de la pierre, elle se volatilise
pour atterrir au beau milieu d'un champ de bataille. Le menhir l'a menée
tout droit en l'an de grâce 1743, au coeur de la lutte opposant
Highlanders et Anglais. Happée par ce monde inconnu et une nouvelle
vie palpitante, saura-t-elle revenir à son existence d'autrefois ? Le début
d'une série incontournable!
Angelique in Revolt - Sergeanne Golon 1980-05
Virgins: An Outlander Novella - Diana Gabaldon 2016-04-08
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A young Jamie Fraser learns what it
really means to become a man in this Outlander prequel novella.
Featuring all the trademark suspense, adventure, and history of Diana
Gabaldon’s #1 bestselling novels and the Starz original series, Virgins is
now available for the first time as a standalone ebook. Mourning the
death of his father and gravely injured at the hands of the English, Jamie
Fraser finds himself running with a band of mercenaries in the French
countryside, where he reconnects with his old friend Ian Murray. Both
are nursing wounds; both have good reason to stay out of Scotland; and
both are still virgins, despite several opportunities to remedy that
deplorable situation with ladies of easy virtue. But Jamie’s love life
becomes infinitely more complicated—and dangerous—when fate brings
the young men into the service of Dr. Hasdi, a Jewish gentleman who
hires them to escort two priceless treasures to Paris. One is an old Torah;
the other is the doctor’s beautiful granddaughter, Rebekah, destined for
an arranged marriage. Both Jamie and Ian are instantly drawn to the
bride-to-be—but they might be more cautious if they had any idea who
they’re truly dealing with. Praise for Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander series
“Marvelous and fantastic adventures, romance, sex . . . perfect escape
reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle, on Outlander “History comes
deliciously alive on the page.”—New York Daily News, on Outlander
“Gabaldon is a born storyteller. . . . The pages practically turn
themselves.”—The Arizona Republic, on Dragonfly in Amber “Triumphant
. . . Her use of historical detail and a truly adult love story confirm
Gabaldon as a superior writer.”—Publishers Weekly, on Voyager
“Unforgettable characters . . . richly embroidered with historical
detail.”—The Cincinnati Post, on Drums of Autumn “A grand adventure
written on a canvas that probes the heart, weighs the soul and measures
the human spirit across [centuries].”—CNN, on The Fiery Cross “The
large scope of the novel allows Gabaldon to do what she does best, paint
in exquisite detail the lives of her characters.”—Booklist, on A Breath of
Snow and Ashes “Features all the passion and swashbuckling that fans of
this historical fantasy series have come to expect.”—People, on Written
in My Own Heart’s Blood
Drums of Autumn - Diana Gabaldon 1997-11-10
It began in Scotland, at an ancient stone circle. There, a doorway, open
to a select few, leads into the past--or the grave. Claire Randall survived
the extraordinary passage, not once buy twice. Her first trip swept her
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into the arms of Jamie Fraser, an eighteenth-century Scot whose love for
her became legend--a tale of tragic passion that ended with her return to
the present to bear his child. Her second journey, two decades later,
brought them together again in frontier America. But Claire had left
someone behind in the twentieth century. Their daughter Brianna... Now,
Brianna has made a disturbing discovery that sends her to the stone
circle and a terrifying leap into the unknown. In search of her mother
and the father she has never met, she is risking her own future to try to
change history...and to save their lives. But as Brianna plunges into an
uncharted wilderness, a heartbreaking encounter may strand her forever
in the past...or root her in the place she should be, where her heart and
soul belong...
Beyond the Highland Mist - Karen Marie Moning 2009-11-04
He would sell his warrior soul to possess her. . . . An alluring laird... He
was known throughout the kingdom as Hawk, legendary predator of the
battlefield and the boudoir. No woman could refuse his touch, but no
woman ever stirred his heart—until a vengeful fairy tumbled Adrienne de
Simone out of modern-day Seattle and into medieval Scotland. Captive in
a century not her own, entirely too bold, too outspoken, she was an
irresistible challenge to the sixteenth-century rogue. Coerced into a
marriage with Hawk, Adrienne vowed to keep him at arm's length—but
his sweet seduction played havoc with her resolve. A prisoner in time...
She had a perfect "no" on her perfect lips for the notorious laird, but
Hawk swore she would whisper his name with desire, begging for the
passion he longed to ignite within her. Not even the barriers of time and
space would keep him from winning her love. Despite her uncertainty
about following the promptings of her own passionate heart, Adrienne's
reservations were no match for Hawk's determination to keep her by his
side. . . .
Outlander (Tome 4) - Les tambours de l'automne - Diana Gabaldon
2015-03-25T00:00:00+01:00
Pour fuir l’oppression anglaise, Claire et Jamie embarquent pour le
Nouveau Monde, où ils espèrent enfin trouver la paix. Toutefois,
lorsqu’ils échouent sur les rivages de Caroline du Nord en 1767,
l’Amérique est à l’aube de son Indépendance : tandis que la révolution se
prépare, les deux amants vont une fois de plus être emportés par le
tourbillon de l’Histoire. Restée en sécurité dans le XXe siècle, leur fille
Brianna cherche à percer le secret de sa naissance. Quand elle découvre
qu’un sort tragique guette ses parents, elle met tout en œuvre pour les
rejoindre dans le passé... avant que les portes du temps ne se referment
sur eux.
Stolen Magic - M.J. Putney 2005-05-31
“M. J. Putney has created true magic. . . . Romantic and lyrical, this tale
will fill your reading time with pleasure.”—Catherine Asaro, author of
The Misted Cliffs Simon Malmain, the Earl of Falconer, enforces the law
for the Guardians, humans with magical powers derived from nature. A
routine mission to confront a rogue Guardian turns disastrous when
Simon’s quarry, Lord Drayton, captures his pursuer in a transformation
spell. Aid arrives in the form of Meg, a fey young woman who has also
been ensorcelled by Drayton. Bound by the need for each other’s magic,
Simon and Meg join forces to defeat the evil Guardian—and in the
process unleash the more ancient magic of passion. But even their
combined power may not be enough to stave off Drayton’s diabolical
plans. Only a desperate act of love may win back the future—or destroy
all they hold dear. Praise for Stolen Magic “Putney’s fully imagined
magical system, combined with Georgian detail, is a terrific setting for a
tale of intrigue and danger.”—Booklist (boxed and starred review) “A
fast-paced, irresistible read with a powerful ending. Each page is more
enjoyable than the last.”—The Huntsville Times “Delightful . . . enchants
from beginning to end.”—Elizabeth Haydon, author of the Symphony of
Ages series
A Plague of Zombies: An Outlander Novella - Diana Gabaldon 2013-04-15
Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the acclaimed
Outlander series, delivers a captivating tale of history and suspense, with
a touch of the supernatural, featuring Lord John Grey. This novella,
originally published as “Lord John and the Plague of Zombies,” is now
available as a standalone eBook. Lord John Grey, a lieutenant-colonel in
His Majesty’s army, arrives in Jamaica with orders to quash a slave
rebellion brewing in the mountains. But a much deadlier threat lies close
at hand. The governor of the island is being menaced by zombies,
according to a servant. Lord John has no idea what a zombie is, but it
doesn’t sound good. It sounds even worse when hands smelling of grave
dirt come out of the darkness to take him by the throat. Between murder
in the governor’s mansion and plantations burning in the mountains,
Lord John will need the wisdom of serpents and the luck of the devil to
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keep the island from exploding. Praise for Diana Gabaldon’s novels
featuring Lord John Grey “Call it what you will—historical adventure,
conspiracy thriller—it’s an engrossing story, masterfully paced, with
exciting plot twists, swift reversals, and robust characterizations.”—The
Globe and Mail, on The Scottish Prisoner “[Diana Gabaldon’s] writing is
always vivid and often lyrical.”—The Washington Post, on Lord John and
the Brotherhood of the Blade “[A] thoroughly entertaining and
wonderfully witty historical mystery set in the richly detailed,
occasionally bawdy world of Georgian England.”—Booklist, on Lord John
and the Private Matter
The Sandcastle Empire - Kayla Olson 2017-06-06
Before the war, Eden’s life was easy. Then the revolution happened, and
everything changed. Now a powerful group called the Wolfpack controls
the earth and its resources. And even though Eden has lost everything to
them, she refuses to die by their hands. She knows the coordinates to the
only neutral ground left in the world, a place called Sanctuary Island,
and she is desperate to escape to its shores. Eden finally reaches the
island and meets others resistant to the Wolves. But the solace is shortlived when one of Eden’s new friends goes missing. Braving the jungle in
search of their lost ally, they quickly discover Sanctuary is filled with
lethal traps and an enemy they never expected. This island might be
deadlier than the world Eden left behind, but surviving it is the only
thing that stands between her and freedom.
The Custom of the Army (Novella) - Diana Gabaldon 2012-05-21
Diana Gabaldon, bestselling author of the acclaimed Outlander series,
weaves an engrossing tale of war, history, and suspense in this original
novella—now available as a standalone eBook—featuring returning hero
Lord John Grey. London, 1759. After a high society electric-eel party
leads to a duel that ends badly, Lord John Grey feels the need to lie low
for a while. Conveniently, before starting his new commission in His
Majesty’s army, Lord John receives an urgent summons. An old friend
from the military, Charlie Carruthers, is facing court-martial in Canada,
and has called upon Lord John to serve as his character witness. Grey
voyages to the New World—a land rife with savages (many of them on his
own side) and cleft by war—where he soon finds that he must defend not
only his friend’s life but his own. Praise for Diana Gabaldon’s novels
featuring Lord John Grey “Call it what you will—historical adventure,
conspiracy thriller—it’s an engrossing story, masterfully paced, with
exciting plot twists, swift reversals and robust characterizations.”—The
Globe and Mail, on The Scottish Prisoner “[A] thoroughly entertaining
and wonderfully witty historical mystery set in the richly detailed,
occasionally bawdy world of Georgian England.”—Booklist, on Lord John
and the Private Matter “From London’s literary salons and political
intrigue to fearsome battle scenes in the Seven Years’ War, [Diana
Gabaldon’s] writing is always vivid and often lyrical.”—The Washington
Post, on Lord John and the Brotherhood of the Blade
Go Tell the Bees That I Am Gone - Diana Gabaldon 2021-11-23
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Diana Gabaldon returns with the
“vast and sweeping” (The Washington Post) new novel in the epic
Outlander series. War leaves nobody alone. Neither the past, the present,
nor the future offers true safety, and the only refuge is what you can
protect: your family, your friends, your home. Jamie Fraser and Claire
Randall were torn apart by the Jacobite Rising in 1746, and it took them
twenty years of loss and heartbreak to find each other again. Now it’s
1779, and Claire and Jamie are finally reunited with their daughter,
Brianna, her husband, Roger, and their children, and are rebuilding their
home on Fraser’s Ridge—a fortress that may shelter them against the
winds of war as well as weather. But tensions in the Colonies are great:
Battles rage from New York to Georgia and, even in the mountains of the
backcountry, feelings run hot enough to boil Hell’s teakettle. Jamie
knows that loyalties among his tenants are split and it won’t be long
before the war is on his doorstep. Brianna and Roger have their own
worry: that the dangers that provoked their escape from the twentieth
century might catch up to them. Sometimes they question whether
risking the perils of the 1700s—among them disease, starvation, and an
impending war—was indeed the safer choice for their family. Not so far
away, young William Ransom is coming to terms with the mysteries of his
identity, his future, and the family he’s never known. His erstwhile
father, Lord John Grey, has reconciliations to make and dangers to meet
on his son’s behalf and on his own, and far to the north, Young Ian
Murray fights his own battle between past and future, and the two
women he’s loved. Meanwhile, the Revolutionary War creeps ever closer
to Fraser’s Ridge. Jamie sharpens his sword, while Claire whets her
surgeon’s blade: It is a time for steel.
Outlander - Diana Gabaldon 2010-12-22
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Claire Randall is leading a double life. She has a husband in one century,
and a lover in another... In 1945, Claire Randall, a former combat nurse,
is back from the war and reunited with her husband on a second
honeymoon—when she innocently touches a boulder in one of the ancient
stone circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an
"outlander"—in a Scotland torn by war and raiding border clans in the
year of our Lord...1743. Hurled back in time by forces she cannot
understand, Claire's destiny in soon inextricably intertwined with Clan
MacKenzie and the forbidden Castle Leoch. She is catapulted without
warning into the intrigues of lairds and spies that may threaten her life
...and shatter her heart. For here, James Fraser, a gallant young Scots
warrior, shows her a passion so fierce and a love so absolute that Claire
becomes a woman torn between fidelity and desire...and between two
vastly different men in two irreconcilable lives.
Lord John and the Brotherhood of the Blade - Diana Gabaldon
2010-10-22
From the exquisitely talented and award-winning author of the Outlander
Saga come two additions to the oeuvre, both featuring Lord John Grey.
This dashing character first appeared in Gabaldon’s blockbuster,
Voyager, and readers cheered him on in the New York Times bestselling
Lord John and the Private Matter. Diana Gabaldon takes readers back to
eighteenth-century Britain as Lord John Grey pursues a deadly family
secret as well as a clandestine love affair, set against the background of
the Seven Years War. Seventeen years earlier, Grey’s father, the Duke of
Pardloe, shot himself, days before he was to be accused of being a
Jacobite traitor. By raising a regiment to fight at Culloden, Grey’s elder
brother has succeeded in redeeming the family name, aided by Grey,
now a major in that regiment. But now, on the eve of the regiment’s
move to Germany, comes a mysterious threat that throws the matter of
the Duke’s death into stark new question, and brings the Grey brothers
into fresh conflict with the past and each other. From barracks and
parade grounds to the battlefields of Prussia and the stony fells of the
Lake District, Lord John’s struggle to find the truth leads him through
danger and passion, ever deeper, toward the answer to the question at
the centre of his soul–what is it that is most important to a man? Love,
loyalty, family name? Self-respect, or honesty? Surviving both the battle
of Krefeld and a searing personal betrayal, he returns to the Lake
District to find the man who may hold the key to his quest: a Jacobite
prisoner named Jamie Fraser. Here, Grey finds his truth and faces a final
choice: between honour and life itself.
Outlander: The Poster Portfolio - Insight Editions 2017-09-26
Celebrate the fight for love, honor, and the Scottish Highlands with this
keepsake poster collection featuring images from the popular television
series Outlander. Outlander’s sweeping story of love and rebellion took
the world by storm as fans joined characters Claire and Jamie on their
voyage through time and the Scottish Highlands. Relive the magic of
their adventures and trials with Outlander: The Poster Portfolio. This
collection of twenty deluxe posters showcases the alluring characters,
stunning costumes, and iconic moments from the Outlander series. These
vibrant and high-quality images invite every fan to own a piece of the
beautiful world of Outlander.
A Trail of Fire - Diana Gabaldon 2013
This volume features four extraordinary stories featuring characters from
the 'Outlander' series.
Fantasy of Frost - Kelly St. Clare 2017-06-05
I know many things. What I am capable of, what I will change, what I will
become. But there is one thing I will never know?The veil I've worn from
birth carries with it a terrible loneliness; a suppression I cannot imagine
ever being free of.Some things never change?My mother will always hate
me. Her court will always shun me.'Until they do.When the peace
delegation arrives from the savage world of Glacium, my life is shoved
wildly out of control by the handsome Prince Kedrick who, for
unfathomable reasons, shows me kindness.And the harshest lessons are
learned.Sometimes it takes the world bringing you to your knees to find
that spark you thought forever lost.Sometimes it takes death to show you
how to live.
Dragonfly in Amber - Diana Gabaldon 2010-12-17
From the author of Outlander... a magnificent epic that once again
sweeps us back in time to the drama and passion of 18th-century
Scotland... For twenty years Claire Randall has kept her secrets. But now
she is returning with her grown daughter to Scotland's majestic mistshrouded hills. Here Claire plans to reveal a truth as stunning as the
events that gave it birth: about the mystery of an ancient circle of
standing stones ...about a love that transcends the boundaries of time
...and about James Fraser, a Scottish warrior whose gallantry once drew
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a young Claire from the security of her century to the dangers of his ....
Now a legacy of blood and desire will test her beautiful copper-haired
daughter, Brianna, as Claire's spellbinding journey of self-discovery
continues in the intrigue-ridden Paris court of Charles Stuart ...in a race
to thwart a doomed Highlands uprising ...and in a desperate fight to save
both the child and the man she loves....
The Leisure Seeker - Michael Zadoorian 2009-10-06
The unforgettable cross country journey of a runaway couple in their
twilight years determined to meet the end of all roads on their own
terms—a major motion picture from Sony Pictures Classics starring
Helen Mirren and Donald Sutherland. The Robinas have shared a
wonderful life for more than sixty years. Now in their eighties, Ella
suffers from cancer and John has Alzheimer's. Yearning for one last
adventure, the self-proclaimed "down-on-their-luck geezers" kidnap
themselves from the adult children and doctors who seem to run their
lives and steal away from their home in suburban Detroit on a forbidden
vacation of rediscovery. With Ella as his vigilant copilot, John steers their
'78 Leisure Seeker RV along the forgotten roads of Route 66 toward
Disneyland in search of a past they're having a damned hard time
remembering. Yet Ella is determined to prove that, when it comes to life,
you can go back for seconds—even when everyone says you can't. “The
Leisure Seeker is pretty much like life itself: joyous, painful, moving,
tragic, mysterious, and not to be missed.”—Booklist, starred review
Les tambours de l'automne - Diana Gabaldon 2015-03-25
Pour fuir l'oppression anglaise, Claire et Jamie embarquent pour le
Nouveau Monde, où ils espèrent enfin trouver la paix. Toutefois,
lorsqu'ils échouent sur les rivages de Caroline du Nord en 1767,
l'Amérique est à l'aube de son Indépendance : tandis que la révolution se
prépare, les deux amants vont une fois de plus être emportés par le
tourbillon de l'Histoire. Restée en sécurité dans le XXe siècle, leur fille
Brianna cherche à percer le secret de sa naissance. Quand elle découvre
qu'un sort tragique guette ses parents, elle met tout en 'oeuvre pour les
rejoindre dans le passé... avant que les portes du temps ne se referment
sur eux.
Immortals - Ednah Walters 2013-08-05
Nothing can stop Raine Cooper when she wants something… Raine
finally knows that her gorgeous neighbor, Torin St. James, is a legend
straight out of Norse mythology, and that her feelings for him are strong.
Torin is crazy about Raine too, breaking the one rule he lives by: Never
fall for a mortal. The problem is he no longer remembers her, his
memories erased by Norns—Norse destiny deities—to punish her for
defying them. So Raine comes up with a plan... She will make Torin
forget his one rule a second time and fall in love with her all over again.
But she quickly learns that well-laid plans do not work when dealing with
deities and supernatural beings. Desperate, Raine makes choices that
could not only tear her and Torin further apart, but lead to the
destruction of everything and everyone she loves.
Plague of the Dead - Z. A. Recht 2010-05-13
The Morningstar virus. Those infected suffer delerium, fever, violent
behaviour ... and a hundred per cent mortality rate. But that's not the
worst of it. The victims return from the dead to walk the earth. And when
a massive military operation fails to contain the plague of the living dead,
it escalates into a worldwide pandemic. On one side of the world,
thousands of miles from home, a battle-hardened general surveys the
remnants of his command: a young medic, a veteran photographer, a
rash private, and dozens of refugees -- all of them his responsibility.
Meanwhile in the United States, an army colonel discovers the darker
side of Morningstar and collaborates with a well-known journalist to leak
the information to the public...
The Scottish Prisoner - Diana Gabaldon 2011-11-29
“This could be the worthy Lord John Grey’s breakout novel, as readers
are treated to large dollops of Outlander hero Jamie Fraser.”—Booklist A
captivating return to the world Diana Gabaldon created in her Outlander
and Lord John series, The Scottish Prisoner is a masterpiece of epic
history, wicked deceit, and scores that can only be settled in blood.
London, 1760. For Jamie Fraser, paroled prisoner-of-war, life is coming
apart at the seams. In the remote Lake District, where he’s close enough
to the son he cannot claim as his own, Jamie’s quiet existence is
interrupted first by dreams of his lost wife, then by the appearance of an
erstwhile comrade still fighting to rally the Irish. But Jamie has sworn off
politics, fighting, and war. Until Lord John Grey shows up with a
summons that will take him away from everything he loves—again. Lord
John is in possession of explosive documents that expose a damning case
of corruption against a British officer. But they also hint at a more
insidious danger. Soon Lord John and Jamie are unwilling companions on
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the road to Ireland, a country whose dark castles hold dreadful secrets,
and whose bogs hide the bones of the dead. Praise for The Scottish
Prisoner “Call it what you will—historical adventure, conspiracy
thriller—it’s an engrossing story, masterfully paced, with exciting plot
twists, swift reversals, and robust characterizations.”—The Globe and
Mail “As always, Gabaldon goes above and beyond. . . . If you love
historical fiction, this book could be a good entrance point into the
Outlander world.”—Bookreporter
Drums of Autumn - Diana Gabaldon 2004-10-26
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The fourth book in Diana Gabaldon’s
acclaimed Outlander saga, the basis for the Starz original series. Don’t
miss the new Outlander novel, Go Tell the Bees That I Am Gone,
available November 23! “Unforgettable characters . . . richly
embroidered with historical detail.”—The Cincinnati Post What if you
knew someone you loved was going to die? What if you thought you could
save them? How much would you risk to try? Claire Randall has gone to
find Jamie Fraser, the man she loved more than life, and has left half her
heart behind with their daughter, Brianna. Claire gave up Jamie to save
Brianna, and now Bree has sent her mother back to the mysterious
Scottish warrior who was willing to give his life to save them both. But a
chilling discovery in the pages of history suggests that Jamie and Claire’s
story doesn’t have a happy ending. Brianna dares a terrifying leap into
the unknown in search of her mother and the father she has never met,
risking her own future to try to change history . . . and to save their lives.
But as Brianna plunges into an uncharted wilderness, a heartbreaking
encounter may strand her forever in the past . . . or root her in the place
she should be, where her heart and soul belong.
The Outlander Series Bundle: Books 1, 2, 3, and 4 - Diana Gabaldon
2015-04-28
There’s never been a better time to discover the novels behind the
blockbuster Starz original series Outlander. Blending rich historical
fiction with riveting adventure and a truly epic love story, here are the
first four books of Diana Gabaldon’s New York Times bestselling saga
that introduced the world to the brilliant Claire Randall and valiant
Highlander Jamie Fraser: OUTLANDER DRAGONFLY IN AMBER
VOYAGER DRUMS OF AUTUMN Scottish Highlands, 1945. Claire
Randall, a former British combat nurse, is just back from the war and
reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon when she walks
through a standing stone in one of the ancient circles that dot the British
Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an “outlander”—in a Scotland torn
by war and raiding clans in the year of Our Lord . . . 1743. Claire is
catapulted into the intrigues of a world that threatens her life, and may
shatter her heart. Marooned amid danger, passion, and violence, her only
chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior. What
begins in compulsion becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn
between two very different men, in two irreconcilable lives. Praise for
Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander novels “Marvelous and fantastic adventures,
romance, sex . . . perfect escape reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle, on
Outlander “History comes deliciously alive on the page.”—New York
Daily News, on Outlander “Gabaldon is a born storyteller. . . . The pages
practically turn themselves.”—The Arizona Republic, on Dragonfly in
Amber “Triumphant . . . Her use of historical detail and a truly adult love
story confirm Gabaldon as a superior writer.”—Publishers Weekly, on
Voyager “Unforgettable characters . . . richly embroidered with historical
detail.”—The Cincinnati Post, on Drums of Autumn
Triple Crossing - Sebastian Rotella 2011-08-10
Valentine Pescatore, a volatile rookie Border Patrol agent, is trying to
survive the trenches of The Line in San Diego. He gets in trouble and
finds himself recruited as an informant by Isabel Puente, a beautiful U.S.
agent investigating a powerful Mexican crime family. As he infiltrates the
mafia, Pescatore falls in love with Puente. But he clashes with her ally
Leo Mendez, chief of a Tijuana anti-corruption unit. Politically charged
violence escalates, plunging Pescatore into the lawless "triple border"
region of South America and a showdown full of bloodshed and betrayal.
Writing with rapid-fire intensity, Sebastian Rotella captures the despair
and intrigue of the borderlands, where enforcing the law has become an
act of subversion. Triple Crossing is an explosive and riveting debut.
Seven Stones to Stand or Fall - Diana Gabaldon 2017-06-27
A collection of seven short stories set in the Outlander universe, never
before published together, including two original stories. Over the course
of her Outlander novels, #1 New York Times bestselling author Diana
Gabaldon has created a spellbinding, brilliantly imagined world. Now, in
Seven Stones to Stand or Fall, she gathers a magnificent collection of
short fiction—including two never-before-published novellas—all
extending the story of Outlander in thrilling new directions. This riveting,
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romantic collection includes: "Besieged" (original novella), "Survival"
(original novella), "Virgins," "The Space Between," "Lord John and the
Plague of Zombies," "A Leaf on the Wind of All Hallows" and "The
Custom of the Army." Filling in mesmerizing chapters in the lives of
characters readers have followed over the course of thousands of pages,
Gabaldon's genius is on full display throughout this must-have collection.
An Echo in the Bone - Diana Gabaldon 2009-09-22
A new Outlander novel — the seventh — from #1 National Bestselling
author Diana Gabaldon. Readers have been waiting with bated breath for
the seventh volume in bestselling author Diana Gabaldon’s epic
Outlander saga — a masterpiece of historical fiction featuring Jamie and
Claire, from one of the genre’s most popular and beloved authors. Jamie
Fraser, erstwhile Jacobite and reluctant rebel, knows three things about
the American rebellion: the Americans will win, unlikely as that seems in
1778; being on the winning side is no guarantee of survival; and he’d
rather die than face his illegitimate son — a young lieutenant in the
British Army — across the barrel of a gun. Fraser’s time-travelling wife,
Claire, also knows a couple of things: that the Americans will win, but
that the ultimate price of victory is a mystery. What she does believe is
that the price won’t include Jamie’s life or happiness — not if she has
anything to say. Claire’s grown daughter Brianna, and her husband,
Roger, watch the unfolding of Brianna’s parents’ history — a past that
may be sneaking up behind their own family.
Naked in Death - J. D. Robb 1995-07-01
THE FIRST NOVEL IN J. D. ROBB’S #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING IN DEATH SERIES In the year 2058, technology
completely rules the world. But for New York City Detective Eve Dallas,
one irresistible impulse still rules the heart: passion… Eve Dallas is a
New York police lieutenant hunting for a ruthless killer. In over ten years
on the force, she's seen it all—and knows her survival depends on her
instincts. And she's going against every warning telling her not to get
involved with Roarke, an Irish billionaire—and a suspect in Eve's murder
investigation. But passion and seduction have rules of their own, and it's
up to Eve to take a chance in the arms of a man she knows nothing
about—except the addictive hunger of needing his touch.
The Controversy of Valladolid - Jean-Claude Carrière 2005
THE STORY: Imagine a time when the Catholic Church had the right to
determine whether or not you were human. In a sixteenth-century
Spanish monastery, the fate of millions of American natives from an
ocean away hangs precariously in the balance. TH
The Space Between: An Outlander Novella - Diana Gabaldon
2014-04-15
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Diana Gabaldon returns to her
Outlander universe in “The Space Between,” an irresistible novella
brimming with adventure, history, and suspense. Features a preview of
the much-anticipated new Outlander novel, Written in My Own Heart’s
Blood! Joan MacKimmie is on her way to Paris to take up her vocation as
a nun. Yet her decision is less a matter of faith than fear, for Joan is
plagued by mysterious voices that speak of the future, and by visions that
mark those about to die. The sanctuary of the nunnery promises respite
from these unwanted visitations . . . or so she prays. Her chaperone is
Michael Murray, a young widower who, though he still mourns the death
of his wife, finds himself powerfully drawn to his charge. But when the
time-traveling Comte St. Germain learns of Joan’s presence in Paris, and
of her link to Claire Fraser—La Dame Blanche—Murray is drawn into a
battle whose stakes are not merely the life but the very soul of the
Scotswoman who, without even trying, has won his heart. Praise for
Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander series “A grand adventure written on a
canvas that probes the heart, weighs the soul and measures the human
spirit across [centuries].”—CNN, on The Fiery Cross “History comes
deliciously alive on the page.”—New York Daily News, on Outlander
“Abounds with Gabaldon’s sexy combination of humor, wild adventure
and, underlying it all, the redemptive power of true love.”—The Dallas
Morning News, on The Fiery Cross “Gabaldon is a born storyteller. . . .
The pages practically turn themselves.”—The Arizona Republic, on
Dragonfly in Amber “Wonderful . . . This is escapist historical fiction at
its best.”—San Antonio Express-News, on Drums of Autumn
Possession In Death - J. D. Robb 2012-11-08
An exclusive J.D. Robb short story. 'The devil killed my body. I cannot
fight. I cannot free her. You must. You are the one.' A dying Romanian
woman's words send a chill down Lieutenant Eve Dallas' spine. And soon
Eve notices some interesting side-effects: visions of the deceased and
even fluency in Russian. Against her better judgment, Eve is convinced
the spirit of the old woman is inside her, unable to rest until she's found
her great-granddaughter who vanished two months ago. Desperate to be
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back to normal, Eve realises a string of young women have gone missing,
and if Eve doesn't find them, no one will. Set between Indulgence in
Death and Treachery in Death.
The Making of Outlander: The Series - Tara Bennett 2019-10-15
See how the story of Jamie Frasier and Claire Beauchamp Randall comes
to life on the screen with this official, photo-filled companion to the third
and fourth seasons of the hit Starz television series based on Diana
Gabaldon’s bestselling Outlander novels. From its very first episode, the
Outlander TV series transported its viewers back in time, taking us inside
the world of Diana Gabaldon’s beloved series. From the Scottish
Highlands, to the courts of Versailles, to the shores of America, Jamie
and Claire’s epic adventure is captured in gorgeous detail. Now, travel
even deeper into the world of Outlander with this must-have insider
guide from New York Times bestselling author and television critic Tara
Bennett. Picking up where The Making of Outlander: Seasons One & Two
left off, this lavishly illustrated collectors’ item covers seasons three and
four, bringing readers behind the scenes and straight onto the set of the
show. You’ll find exclusive interviews with cast members, including
detailed conversations with Caitriona Balfe and Sam Heughan (on-screen
couple and real-life friends), as well as the writers, producers, musicians,
costume designers, set decorators, technicians, and more whose hard
work and cinematic magic brings the world of Outlander to life on the
screen. Every page features gorgeous photographs of the cast, costumes,
and set design, including both official cast photography and neverbefore-seen candids from on set. The Making of Outlander: Seasons
Three & Four is the perfect gift for the Sassenach in your life—and the
only way to survive a Droughtlander!
Entertainment Weekly The Ultimate Guide to Outlander - The
Editors of Entertainment Weekly 2018-10-26
Entertainment Weekly Magazine presents Outlander.
Bibliographie du Québec - 2002
Liste des publications québécoises ou relatives au Québec établie par la
Bibliothèque nationale du Québec.
Voyager (25th Anniversary Edition) - Diana Gabaldon 2018-10-23
A beautifully designed collector's edition of the third book in Diana
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Gabaldon's blockbuster Outlander series featuring a brand new
introduction and bonus material to celebrate the 25th anniversary of its
original publication. In this rich, vibrant tale, Diana Gabaldon continues
the story of Claire Randall and Jamie Fraser that began with the nowclassic novel Outlander and continued in Dragonfly in Amber. Sweeping
us from the battlefields of eighteenth-century Scotland to the exotic West
Indies, Diana Gabaldon weaves magic once again in an exhilarating and
utterly unforgettable novel. Their passionate encounter happened long
ago by whatever measurement Claire Randall took. Two decades before,
she had traveled back in time and into the arms of a gallant eighteenthcentury Scot named Jamie Fraser. Then she returned to her own century
to bear his child, believing him dead in the tragic battle of Culloden. Yet
his memory has never lessened its hold on her . . . and her body still cries
out for him in her dreams. Then Claire discovers that Jamie survived.
Torn between returning to him and staying with their daughter in her
own era, Claire must choose her destiny. And as time and space come
full circle, she must find the courage to face the passion and the pain
awaiting her . . . the deadly intrigues raging in a divided Scotland . . .
and the daring voyage into the dark unknown that can reunite--or forever
doom--her timeless love.
Black Hills - Nora Roberts 2009-07-07
In this #1 New York Times bestseller, Nora Roberts takes readers deep
into the rugged hills of South Dakota, where the shadows keep secrets,
hunters stalk the land, and a friendship matures into something more....
Cooper Sullivan spent the summers of his youth on his grandparents’
South Dakota ranch, sharing innocent games and stolen kisses with the
neighbor girl, Lil Chance. Now, twelve years after they last walked
together hand in hand, fate has brought them back to the Black Hills.
Though the memory of Coop’s touch still haunts her, Lil has let nothing
stop her dream of opening the Chance Wildlife Refuge, but
something—or someone—has been keeping a close watch. When small
pranks and acts of destruction escalate into a heartless attack on Lil’s
beloved cougar, memories of an unsolved murder have Coop springing to
action to keep Lil safe. Both of them know the natural dangers that lurk
in the wild landscape of the Black Hills. But a killer of twisted and
unnatural instincts has singled them out as prey....
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